Chapter 1
Introduction

Water is life. Lack of it leads to illness, misery and death. It is a grave fact that according to reports of the United Nations (UN)\(^1\) in 2012 more than 780 million people rely on unsafe potable water and another 2.5 billion people have no access to sanitation.\(^2\) Almost two million children die each year for want of clean water and clean toilets.\(^3\) A recent example of this water crisis is the outbreak of cholera in 2008 in Zimbabwe, spread by water contaminated with human excrement, leaving the population of the whole country without clean and safe water for several weeks.\(^4\) Another dramatic example is that of Haiti. The initial disaster, the earthquake of 12 January 2010, was followed by a devastating water crisis. Tremors from the initial earthquake demolished the water pipes, allowing seawater to seep into the drinking water supplies and rats to multiply in the sewer systems, making Haiti’s freshwater undrinkable for weeks.\(^5\) With no other water sources available, many Haitians nevertheless consumed the contaminated drinking water for weeks, causing a dramatic cholera epidemic.\(^6\) As a third example, South Pacific Island States were confronted with severe water shortages as a consequence of low rainfall

---

\(^1\) UNICEF and WHO (2012); WHO (2012).

\(^2\) See similar figures in UN (2009), p. 46, which states that 884 million people worldwide still rely on unimproved water sources for drinking. Following DFID (2001), p. 13, even more than one billion people lack access to safe water. See also UNDP (2006).


in 2011. Rising sea levels exacerbated the crisis by contaminating the groundwater. As a consequence, the inhabitants of Tuvalu and Tokelau heavily depended on foreign aid in terms of bottled water supply. These examples show that, despite remarkable advances in some areas of the world in order to meet the UN Millennium Development Goals, the global water crisis is evident, in particular amongst the poor rural population. The imperative for the international community to act in order to protect the planet’s “blue gold” could not be more urgent.

One way of confronting this global water crisis by reliable legal means is a subjective right to potable water for all humans. In this sense, on 28 July 2010, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) passed a resolution called “The human right to water and sanitation”, in which it “recognizes the right to safe and clean drinking water and sanitation as a human right that is essential for the full enjoyment of life and all human rights”. A few weeks later, the Human Rights Council (HRC) passed a corresponding resolution affirming that the right “is derived from the right to an adequate standard of living”. Despite these affirmations, the question remains: does a human right to water currently exist, to what extent and in what form should it exist at all, and can it make a difference to the global water challenges? These research questions lie at the heart of this book.

As indicated in the title “The Right(s) to Water”, I deem it better to look at the right not only as one international human right, but as a complex network of different international and domestic rights. A single international human right does not easily meet some of the characteristics often associated with human rights. Firstly, the common Human Rights Instruments do not recognize a human right to water explicitly; one can only “derive” it from broader human rights recognized therein. Secondly, those legal documents that do recognize the right explicitly do so only for certain groups (such as women, children, etc.), but not comprehensively for
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8 As UN Secretary General Ban-Ki Moon states, “we are well on our way to meeting the target for safe drinking water” (UN (2009), p. 3). However, a closer look reveals that the improved statistics are mainly thanks to regional efforts, in particular of China and India, through the increased use of improved water supplies and the expansion of access.

9 Despite the recent progress, UN (2009) still uses this term, see for instance Sha Zukang, Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs, p. 5.

10 See UN (2012), p. 53, according to which the number of people without an improved water source in rural areas are five times greater than in urban areas.

11 The term “Blue Gold” was prominently introduced by Barlow and Clarke (2002), and is becoming more and more common in the current debate, see for instance: Petrova (2006) or Kessler (2007).

12 UNGA, The human right to water and sanitation, A/RES/64/292, 3 August 2010, op. par. 1.

13 HRC, Human rights and access to safe drinking water and sanitation, A/HRC/RES/15/9, 6 October 2010, op. par. 3.
all humans. Thirdly, all explicit recognitions that aim at granting the right to all human beings (e.g. the two aforementioned resolutions of the UNGA and the HRC) are not *per se* legally binding. Thus, what is often called “the human right to water” exists only as a right of its very own kind; it is also not clear whether it exists rather as part of treaty law or customary law, or both. It is therefore better to understand the right to water as a complex of different rights. This includes recognitions in domestic constitutional and sub-constitutional law as well the right’s close connections to, if not origins in, other accepted human rights.

Although often perceived as a purely socio-economic right, the human right to water, more than other rights, combines components of different legal character. As water is one of the most essential human needs of all, the right also has an important nucleus relating to the human right to life and a mantle relating to the human rights of an adequate standard of living and the human right to the highest attainable standard of health. This triad of human rights also reflects the most suitable normative content of a right to water: without “availability” of water, the right to life is at stake; if water lacks sufficient “quality”, the right to health is challenged; and without physical and economic water “accessibility”, an adequate standard of living is not possible. In compounding these different legal mosaics, the components indeed form what can by now legitimately be called a “human right to water”. It might be of political significance to call these different individual claims relating to water “one human right”. However, one must keep in mind that it takes some legal efforts to come to this conclusion under the umbrella of only one right. By understanding it as a right of different layers, however, deeply rooted in both national rights as well as other international human rights, one can turn necessity into a virtue, thereby maximizing the right’s possible effects.

In this multi-layered character, the right inevitably raises questions of the relations of the different legal orders. While cherishing the supremacy of international law, I argue that a human right to water must be understood as upholding international minimum levels of protection, which can be outperformed, but not underperformed by national law.

Whether a human right to water can make a crucial contribution to solve the global water crisis will depend (at least) on three significant factors: its independent monitoring (to identify violations); its enforcement against the private sector (as an actor of increasing importance in the field of water delivery); and its ability to motivate international assistance (without which it will not be possible to realize the human right to water globally).

The book addresses its research question in three steps. A first analytical part examines the present status of the right to water in international, European and domestic law. A second, theoretical part, scrutinizes which conceptual and theoretical objections the right faces and in which form the right is conceptually best understood. Finally, a third, applied part considers which elements are necessary to ensure the right can be meaningful in practical terms. Only by considering the right to water in its legal, theoretical and practical context all at once can the present status and future potential of the right to water be fully addressed.
The first descriptive-analytical chapter examines the current legal status of the right to water in different legal orders. One needs to identify how the law currently stands, before looking for answers as to how it can be developed or re-conceptualized in the future. In order to address this question comprehensively, the book scrutinizes all legal levels—the spheres of domestic, European and international law. The study distinguishes between protection that derives from legislation and protection that is judge-made. Starting from the legal orders of European States such as Germany, France or Belgium, the analysis examines how the legal order of the European Union (EU) and that of the Council of Europe has dealt with water rights. Subsequently, important non-European examples, such as South Africa and India, shed light on alternative approaches to a right to water that are significantly different from the European experience. In a last step, the first chapter scrutinizes in detail the approach to a right to water in international law. How do international treaties make mention of water and how have international judges dealt with the issue of basic water needs? The study takes all sources of international law as mentioned in Art. 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ)—international conventions, international custom, and the general principles of law as recognized by civilized nations—into account. The book gives special attention to General Comment No. 15 named “The right to water”, released by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ESCR-Committee) in 2002, as it is widely considered as ground-breaking and highly influential for the recognition of the right in international law. Altogether, the first chapter seeks to answer two questions: Firstly, to what extent do the different legal orders provide effective protection of a right to water, and secondly, to what extent do they provide protection that can be considered an archetype for the protection of the right to water in other legal orders?

The second chapter is theoretical and normative in nature. The chapter addresses general philosophical questions related to a right to water. It seeks to satisfy a number of theoretical objections that can be, and have been, raised against a human right to water (and might be part of the reason why the right took so long to develop). Starting from the very term “human-right to-water”, the study examines all three parts of the term. Firstly, is water a suitable content for a distinct right? Can we meaningfully hold a right to a limited or scarce resource? Secondly, should we accept as binding upon us a right which we are possibly not able to fulfill for all humans? And finally, if one accepts a distinct right to water, would such a right necessarily fulfill the conditions of that very special category of a human right?

With these theoretical clarifications in mind, the second chapter raises the question of how best to conceptualize such a right in order to adequately reflect
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14 ESCR-Committee, General Comment No. 15: The right to water (Art. 11 and 12), HRI/GEN/1/Rev.9 (Vol. I), 27 May 2008, at 97 (hereinafter “ESCR-Committee, General Comment No. 15”).

15 Rudolf argues that the General Comment has decisively influenced (“maßgeblich beeinflusst”) the discussion on a right to water ever since its release, see Rudolf (2007), p. 22; see also Langford (2006), p. 479, who argues that the General Comment “has had perhaps more impact and influence than the drafters initially expected.”
the different existing approaches. How can the diverse approaches in different legal orders be reconciled? Is the right a self-standing human right or a derivative right? The study sheds light on the question of legal derivation and highlights advantages and disadvantages of this legal technique. For the case of a derivative right, one must identify a legal source: is the right more related to civil and political rights, to economic and social rights, or is a combined approach best reflective of the nature of the right? Should one summarize the spectrum of possible entitlements related to water, ranging from moderate price development in welfare States to access to a minimum of drinking water in developing countries, under the umbrella of one right? And if so, what is the best theoretical architectural framework for such a unified right?

In determining the content of such a right, the study also distinguishes it from another right that is increasingly advocated on the international agenda: the right to sanitation. Should water and sanitation be seen as one human right or are they different in nature and scope?

Finally, the chapter addresses the question of how the recognitions of the right to water on different legal levels relates to each other. The much debated judgments of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in the case of Kadi\textsuperscript{16} have shown that the relationship between different legal levels remains highly contentious. It is in cases like the right to water that these distinctions show great practical relevance. Would a human right to water in international law make national recognitions dispensable, or vice versa? And what legal recognition of a right to water prevails, if national or regional law clashes with the international legal order?

With this understanding of the current legal status of the right to water, developed in the first analytical chapter, and with a refined understanding of its normative structure, gained in the second theoretical chapter, one must raise a rather blunt question: what difference can a human right to water make at all? Is there an added value of a rights-based approach to water? The last chapter suggests a focus of the present discussion on the right to water to three specific elements. In order to be effective, the right must be effectively monitored, enforced and realized. The logic behind these elements is the following: Violations must be, in the first place, noticed and recorded (“monitoring”). Secondly, in order to address these violations, the right must be enforced or upheld where it is most crucially challenged, namely against the private sector. And finally, in order to prevent future violations, and address the global water crisis, the right must be progressively realized, not only nationally, but through the means of international water assistance. For these three elements, the study will assess the status quo, identify existing challenges, and, where appropriate, make suggestions for substantive improvement.

With respect to monitoring, the mandate of the new UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Right to Water and Sanitation, formerly called Independent Expert on the issue of human rights obligations related to access to safe drinking water and

sanitation, currently held by the Portuguese lawyer Catarina de Albuquerque, deserves special attention. To what extent is the mandate able to provide independent and comprehensive monitoring of violations of a human right to water?

In terms of enforcement towards the private sector, the interplay of a right to water and international investment law assumes a key role. Some see privatization as the silver bullet for the realization of access to water, others condemn it as part of the right’s ultimate demise. Thus, how should the private sector best be involved? What are the reasons why privatization in the water sector can work, or why is it doomed to fail, and how does one shift the parameters in order to best realize a human right to water in times of water privatization? This will also include an economic analysis, shedding light on the question of to what extent the two concepts of water as a human right, and its service delivery through the private sector, can go together. Disputes between States and international investors, if such privatization fails, are examined through analyzing specific cases before the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID)—the forum which typically decides over water investment disputes between States and investors. How could a human right to water contribute to upholding the rights of people and ensure the protection of basic needs, while at the same times respecting the legitimate interests of foreign investors?

The final element for the right to be effective is that of international realization. Is there a sound moral and legal case to be made for such water assistance, or is it ultimately an anchorless claim of the developing world? What are the problems that still hold back international water assistance, and how, if at all, can a right to water be helpful to overcome them?

Much research has, of course, been done on an important topic like that of a human right to water. Although this research is highly valuable and has advanced the discussion on a right to water, there are still significant gaps that this book strives to fill. Often the existing research has been carried out with a politically motivated background—one in favor of accepting a human right to water too easily. Although this study also concludes with a positive presumption in favor of a human right to water, it does so in a more nuanced way, attempting to keep political considerations out of the legal analysis. Often the existing research has also been too narrowly focused—either mainly concentrating on international rather than domestic law; or failing to tackle the issue from more than one discipline. Existing literature often focuses either on the legal status of a human right to water, assesses the economic prospects of water privatization or makes a philosophical claim in favor of or against global water solidarity. This book combines these different disciplines and techniques in order to find holistic answers: it deploys legal analysis, economic reasoning and philosophical argumentation in combination. Only

---

17 For the introduction of the mandate, see HRC, Human rights and access to safe drinking water and sanitation, A/HRC/RES/7/22, adopted on 28 March 2008. For an overview of the mandate’s work, also see the webpage of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/water/iexpert/index.htm.

holistic answers—answers drawing on insights across legal regimes and different disciplines—will suffice in tackling one of the biggest challenges faced by modern humankind.

Finally, the book takes into account the recent developments that the right has experienced during the calendar years of 2010 and 2011: the recent UNGA Resolution\(^1^9\) and the Resolution of the HRC\(^2^0\) as well as the renewal of the Independent Expert’s mandate (now called: Special Rapporteur).\(^2^1\) Have these developments given the right finally the status and meaning that many have claimed for it since a long time?
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